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An old problem in combinatorics, known as the tl-queens problem, is 
the determination of all possible arrangements of II queens on an II x 11 
chessbomi with no two taking each other. In this note we focus on the 
Case !I = p (see Remark (C)I. Let K = ~3. 1, . . . , p-1!. We can then uni- 
quely assign to each position on the ‘board a pair ( i, j ) of coordinates in 
the usual manner, w Then il solution can her thought rf ;5s a 
permutation f’ from to A’ satisfying C 1) and (2) below for all x. _I* in K, 
x % I’. 
( I ) J‘(x) -- x + 3 ( 1’) - ,I’ * 2. 
(2) f(x) + .r * f’( 1’) + ,I’ . u 
ulaf sdutions for 
S is assigneci a minus symbol. 
the parity pattern + ---- + of length 4.) 
w-e are exactly eight possible parity patt ns of length 3. Thus 
is at least one repetition of patterns once I 
may fortn tick set T of all ‘“difference quotients”, that is, all elements in 
.I*)-- i with x St; -1‘ and 
the two modular con 
at, for any f~n~t~~n .I fram 1: to El. I TI 2 -$-t/l + 3) c~nlessf’is lirear. 
Thus, for small p at Iellst, this bound of edei is close to being “best pos- 
sibk”. 
(F) As mentioned earlier. we have focusst’d on the case II = p. 
ever, analogous k.!tAinitiws cm be made for any II, and one can sprak sf 
b2diilar solutions over K = Zn, the ring of integers mod tl. Pt is well- 
nown that for a I~~~~~~~~r solution to exist. tl must be odd (see [ 31). 
bc any solution lordinary or modular). Since f’ is 3 permutation, 
‘FhLls 
(j‘(s) + x) = f’(x) + TEllI .v = 2 Cx = even integer . 
x x x 
Thus, the number of ekmcnts .y for which .y 
as Is pointed out En [ 1 f. 
